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Controlled creation and decay of singly-quantized
vortices in a polar magnetic phase
Y. Xiao1,5, M. O. Borgh 2, L. S. Weiss 1,6, A. A. Blinova1,3, J. Ruostekoski 4 & D. S. Hall 1✉
Quantized vortices appear in physical systems from superfluids and superconductors to liquid
crystals and high energy physics. Unlike their scalar cousins, superfluids with complex
internal structure can exhibit rich dynamics of decay and even fractional vorticity. Here, we
experimentally and theoretically explore the creation and time evolution of vortex lines in the
polar magnetic phase of a trapped spin-1 87Rb Bose–Einstein condensate. A process of phase-
imprinting a nonsingular vortex, its decay into a pair of singular spinor vortices, and a rapid
exchange of magnetic phases creates a pair of three-dimensional, singular singly-quantized
vortex lines with core regions that are filled with atoms in the ferromagnetic phase. Atomic
interactions guide the subsequent vortex dynamics, leading to core structures that suggest
the decay of the singly-quantized vortices into half-quantum vortices.
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Vortices in superfluids with internal degrees of freedom,such as those existing within spinor Bose–Einstein con-densates (BECs)1,2 and superfluid liquid He-33,4, exhibit a
much richer phenomenology than do simple line vortices in
scalar superfluids. Notable examples abound, including vortices
with fractional charges5–11, vortices with like charges that sum to
zero12, vortices with charges that do not commute13–19, and
nonsingular textures with angular momentum20–25. These fea-
tures, among others, hint at their highly counter-intuitive
dynamics.
The symmetry properties of the superfluid order parameter
determine its magnetic phases and topologically permissible
vortex excitations1. The ground state of a spin-1 system, for
example, exhibits two phases: a polar phase, which minimizes the
total spin and is characterized by a nematic axis d̂ and condensate
phase τ; and a ferromagnetic phase, which maximizes the total
spin and is characterized by a vector triad. In turn, the ground-
state phase of an atomic BEC in zero magnetic field is determined
by the nature of the interatomic interactions, which are them-
selves polar (e.g., in 23Na) or ferromagnetic (e.g., in 87Rb)1.
Interactions at the atomic scale thus influence both the type and
destiny of vortices within the condensate.
In the polar phase, a singly-quantized vortex (SQV) with 2π
phase winding is unstable against splitting into a pair of half-
quantum vortices (HQVs), each with π phase winding. This
unusual possibility was proposed and analyzed in ref. 8 and
subsequently observed experimentally within a 23Na BEC in an
effectively two-dimensional trapping geometry9,26. The core of a
vortex in superfluid 3He-B has similarly been predicted27,28 and
observed29 to consist of two HQVs; and, more recently, HQVs
have been observed in the 3He polar phase10.
Here, we describe the controlled creation and subsequent time
evolution of a pair of three-dimensional (3D) singular SQVs in
the polar phase of a spin-1 87Rb BEC with ferromagnetic
interatomic interactions. In contrast to techniques that randomly
nucleate vortices throughout the superfluid by, e.g., stirring9,30,31
or rapid cooling through the superfluid transition32–34, our
experiment makes use of a deliberately applied strong bending of
a nonsingular spin texture to generate a pair of singular, singly-
quantized ferromagnetic-phase [SO(3)] vortices with polar-phase
filled cores at a specific location within the BEC12. We then
swiftly exchange the polar and ferromagnetic phases using a trio
of microwave transitions that appropriately reapportion the spi-
nor components of the system. The resulting pair of polar SQVs
possesses a topological interface35,36 between the two magnetic
phases within each vortex core that we image directly. In a final
step, a radiofrequency π/2 spinor rotation causes each SQV to
evolve toward a pair of HQVs. Our creation technique is also
distinct from phase-imprinting methods via optical or microwave
transitions23,37,38 or subjecting condensates to artificial gauge
fields39. We numerically model the experimental conditions of
vortex preparation and show how the ferromagnetic interactions
influence and complicate the decay process as compared with
polar interactions.
Results and discussion
Creation of singular vortices. The BEC wavefunction Ψ(r, t) is
expressed in terms of the atomic spinor ζ(r, t) and atom density
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The ground state of the system is determined by the sign of the
spin-dependent interaction strength c2 (“Methods”) and the
quadratic Zeeman term q, as the linear Zeeman term p does not
participate in a system with fixed longitudinal magnetization. In
our experiments we have q > ∣c2∣n, specifying an easy-axis polar
ground-state phase for 87Rb1. In comparison to experiments
involving 23Na9,26, for which q < ∣c2∣n and the ground-state phase
is easy-plane polar1, we shall see that this introduces significantly
different dynamics when d̂ (“Methods”) is not aligned with the
magnetic field.
The experiment begins with an optically trapped ferromagnetic
87Rb condensate of N ~ 2.0 × 105 atoms (“Methods”). The atoms
are exposed to a magnetic field described, in Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z) with respect to the center of the condensate,
by
BðtÞ ¼ BzðtÞẑþ ðxx̂ þ yŷ  2zẑÞbqðtÞ; ð2Þ
where Bz is the strength of an applied bias field along the z-axis
produced by a Helmholtz coil pair, and bq is the strength of a 3D
quadrupole field produced by a coaxial pair of anti-Helmholtz
coils. Two other pairs of coils aligned with the x and y directions
null those bias field components. The condensate spin is initially
aligned along the z-axis, represented by the ferromagnetic spinor
(1, 0, 0)T in the space-fixed basis we adopt for the remaining
discussion. At the conclusion of the experiments, described
below, the quadrupole field and the optical trap are extinguished,
and the spinor components are separated using a Stern–Gerlach
separation technique (“Methods”). The atomic density distribu-
tions are then simultaneously imaged along the y- and z-axes in a
magnetic field aligned with the z-axis.
We use a phase-imprinting process to introduce the polar SQVs,
following the vortex creation technique introduced in ref. 12. A
nonsingular vortex is first created by linearly ramping the
magnetic bias field Bz to bring the location at which B vanishes,
at z= Bz/(2bq), entirely through the condensate along the z-axis
(“Methods”). The atomic spins incompletely follow this field
reorientation40,41, permitting us to tailor the bending of the
magnetization density by selecting the rate at which the zero of the
field passes through the condensate. Instead of creating a
nonsingular vortex representing a continuous, smooth spin
texture, our specific choice triggers an instability that causes the
nonsingular vortex to decay into two singular SO(3) vortices in the
ferromagnetic phase12, each described in this basis by ðeiφ; 0; 0ÞT
where φ is the azimuthal angle around the vortex line.
In scalar superfluids, a singular defect implies that the
superfluid density at the singularity vanishes, but in spinor BECs
it is energetically favorable to accommodate the singularity by
filling the vortex core with atoms in a different magnetic phase
when the spin-dependent interaction is weaker than the spin-
independent one6,8,42. The vortex-core regions in our experiment
thus contain atoms in the nonrotating polar phase, described on
this basis by (0, 1, 0)T, as shown in Fig. 1. These exhibit a
coherent, stable topological interface between the two distinct
magnetic phases35,36,43, where the magnetic phase changes
continuously within the vortex core. Analogous topological
interfaces are universal across many areas of physics, ranging
from superfluid liquid 3He44,45 to early-universe cosmology and
superstring theory46,47, as well as to exotic superconductivity48.
We use a magnetic phase exchange technique to rapidly
exchange the polar and ferromagnetic phases. For the texture
described above this amounts to swapping the m=+1 and m=
0 spinor components with a sequence of three resonant
microwave π-pulses through an intermediate state (“Methods”),
as summarized in Fig. 1a. Afterward, the topological interface
between magnetic phases in the vortex core is reversed: along
each singularity, the atoms attain the pure ferromagnetic phase
(1, 0, 0)T, while the surrounding circulating bulk superfluid is in
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the polar phase ð0; eiφ; 0ÞT. These features are clearly seen in
Fig. 1b–d. Creation of this vortex state using magnetic phase
exchange is one of the principal results of the present study.
Vortex cores and dynamics. We model the two polar SQVs and
their ferromagnetic cores numerically in 3D (Fig. 2a–f). Each
vortex in the figure represents a polar SQV with a filled core.
Analytically, the spinor representing both the vortex and its fer-
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where D± ¼ ð1 ± jhF̂ijÞ
1=2
parameterizes the interpolation
between the polar and ferromagnetic phases as jhF̂ij varies from 0
in the bulk to 1 on the vortex line. Here φ again denotes the
azimuthal angle around the vortex line, whereas β is the polar
angle that determines the order-parameter orientation, varying
from β= π/2 away from the vortex line to β= 0 on the line
singularity itself. The initial state is modeled numerically and
shown in Fig. 2a, b.
Although the spontaneous breaking of the defect core
symmetry in the polar phase and the emergence of HQVs
depend nontrivially on the relative interaction strength c2/c06, this
dependence can easily be obscured by the density gradients in a
harmonically trapped BEC. Of additional significance is the effect
of the applied magnetic field, which can restore the vortex-core
isotropy at sufficiently high p and suppress the decay into HQVs
at sufficiently high q49,50. We find empirically that an applied bias
magnetic field of 1 G is sufficient to inhibit evolution of the
experimental SQV state depicted in Fig. 1c toward HQVs.
To induce condensate dynamics, we apply a π/2-pulse within
the F= 1 manifold to rotate both the nematic director (in the
polar phase) and the condensate spin (in the ferromagnetic
phase) into the xy plane. The spinor rotation can be understood
by describing a single SQV as a vortex line in the m= 0


































Fig. 1 Creation and detection of the polar singly-quantized vortices (SQVs). a A sequence of microwave π-pulses (open circles 1–3) swaps the m=+1
and m= 0 spinor components via the F= 2, m= 0 state, taking the initial pair of SO(3) vortices (b) into a pair of polar SQVs with filled ferromagnetic cores
(c). An optional radiofrequency π/2-pulse (filled circle 4) rotates the spinor. The respective pulse lengths are (10, 82, 10, 15) μs. b, c Images of the spinor-
component column densities, integrated along the imaging (z) axis before (b) and after (c) the phase exchange sequence, in units of optical depth (O.D.,
grayscale bar). d False color spinor composition, with a top image of the ferromagnetic SQVs (upper) and top and side images of the polar SQVs (middle
and bottom, respectively). Magenta and cyan correspond to pure m=+1 and m= 0 spinor components, respectively. The field of view in all panel images
is 219 μm× 219 μm.
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where gðρÞ ¼ ρ2=ðρ2 þ r20Þ approximates the vortex-core profile
with size parameterized by r0. The transformation defined by
Eq. (4) is illustrated in Figs. 2c, d and 3a–c. After the rotation, a
density maximum in the m= 0 component appears at the
location of the vortex core, bracketed by symmetrically displaced
density minima in the m= ±1 spinor components. These spatially
offset phase singularities result from the sum of ferromagnetic
and polar terms of the initial spinor that transform differently
within the vortex core12. Note that the spinor wavefunction
still contains single SQVs—the presence of the offset phase
singularities alone does not imply splitting. In the experiment, we
observe these principal features for each of the two created SQVs
immediately after the π/2-pulse (Fig. 4a).
As the system evolves, the spatial separation between the phase
singularities associated with both SQVs increases, and each phase
singularity grows in size as it fills with fluid in the m=+1 (or, for
the other of the pair, m=−1) spinor component (Fig. 4a–f).
These effects can be seen in the emergence of sharply defined
proximate bright and dark regions in the total longitudinal
magnetization density M(r) ≈ n+1− n−1, shown in the rightmost
column of Fig. 4, as well as directly from the locations of
the density minima within the m= ±1 spinor components. The
density of the m= 0 spinor component also becomes more
diffuse as the core region of each SQV grows. We stress that
the observed vortices exist in a three-dimensional condensate, as
confirmed by the examples shown in Fig. 5a–d.
We numerically simulate the dynamics using the coupled
Gross–Pitaevskii equations (see “Methods”), also employing an
algorithm to restore the conservation of longitudinal magnetiza-
tion25 in the presence of a small phenomenological dissipation.
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Fig. 2 Theoretical illustrations of the vortex-core structure and order parameter. a Two polar singly-quantized vortices (SQVs) corresponding to Fig. 1c.
The background indicates condensate spin magnitude, showing the ferromagnetic cores. The symmetry of the order parameter is represented as the
surface of ∣Z(θ, ϕ)∣2, where Zðθ;ϕÞ ¼ Pþ1m¼1 Y1;mðθ; ϕÞζm expands the spinor in terms of the spherical harmonics Y1,m(θ, ϕ), parameterized by local
spherical coordinates (θ, ϕ). The color map shows ArgðZÞ and the upper grayscale bar indicates the spin magnitude. b The corresponding spinor
components, with density as indicated by the lower grayscale bar. c, d Same as (a, b), but after application of a π/2 spinor rotation. e, f Expanded view of a
single SQV after time evolution, corresponding to the experimental situation in Fig. 4a. The SQV has split into a pair of half-quantum vortices (HQVs).
Orange solid (dashed) circles indicate the positions of the SQVs (HQVs).
Fig. 3 Analytically constructed cross-sections of spinor component and longitudinal magnetization densities of a singly-quantized vortex (SQV).
a The spinor components for the initial SQV in the easy-axis polar phase, with red, green, and blue lines corresponding to m=+1, 0, and −1, respectively.
b The spinor components for the SQV after a π/2 spin rotation to the easy-plane polar phase. Offset phase singularities appear near the center of the plot,
where the m= ±1 components (red and blue lines) vanish but the m= 0 component (green line) does not. c Density difference n+− n−, to which the
longitudinal magnetization density is proportional, before and after the π/2-pulse. The strongly magnetized regions coincide with the phase singularities in




for atomic mass Ma, and N is the number of atoms.
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Fig. 4 Time evolution of the singly-quantized vortices after a radiofrequency π/2-pulse. a–f Images of the spinor-component column densities ~nm for
m=−1, m= 0, and m=−1, and the longitudinal magnetization column density ~Mz ¼ ð~nþ1  ~n1Þ. Panel images in each of (a–f) are from an individual
realization of the experiment with an evolution time of (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) ms after the pulse, respectively. Solid orange circles in (a–d) indicate
identifiable maxima in the m= 0 spinor component and are overlaid upon the magnetization image. Dashed orange circles in (e, f) are estimated locations
of offset phase singularities identified from circumscribed density minima in the m= ±1 spinor components and are similarly overlaid on the m= 0 and
magnetization images. All densities are integrated along the imaging (z) axis and expressed in units of optical depth (O.D., grayscale bars). The field of
view of each image is 219 μm× 219 μm.
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The resulting evolved state is shown in Fig. 2e, where the pair of
phase singularities associated with each SQV has formed a split
pair of HQVs. In the simulation, the fully separated ferromag-
netic cores and the symmetry representation of the wavefunction
shown in Fig. 2e, f permit straightforward identification of the
HQVs. Once separated, the characteristic size of the filled regions
is theoretically established by the spin healing length6,8, which is
much larger than the density healing length.
Experimental interpretation. Connecting the experimentally
obtained spinor-component densities to the corresponding vortex
states in the simulation requires some care, especially with respect
to the presence of the m= 0 spinor component. For the given
magnetic field direction and the idealized case of pure energy
relaxation in a condensate with polar interactions in the easy-
plane polar regime, an empty-core SQV is known to relax into a
pair of HQVs8 (Fig. 6a, b). These are readily identified in the
simulation by the order-parameter symmetry, also showing
continuous deformation to the ferromagnetic vortex core. The
vector d̂ remains oriented in the xy plane everywhere, yielding a
completely depopulated m= 0 spinor component and equal bulk
densities in the m= ±1 components. The vortices appear as offset
phase singularities in the populated components5. In this case, the
HQVs can conversely be inferred directly from the component
images where the m= 0 spinor-component vanishes, as this
corresponds directly to the z-component of d̂.
For ferromagnetic interactions in the easy-axis polar regime,
however, the presence of the phase singularities in regions where
the m= 0 component is nonzero can indicate either the existence
of nonzero transverse spin within the unsplit SQV core (Fig. 6c,
d), or the rotation of d̂ out of the xy plane in a fully split pair of
HQVs (Fig. 6e, f). Dissipation (included phenomenologically in
the simulations; see “Methods”) causes the condensate to evolve
toward the ferromagnetic phase; on the other hand, the Zeeman
energy favors rotating d̂ out of the xy plane. Both effects may lead
to a nonzero density remaining in the m= 0 component. Only
the disappearance of the m= 0 spinor component in the
experimental images, implying fully longitudinal spin domains
with a director that remains in the xy plane, conclusively
announces the presence of two HQV. This is approximately the
situation in Fig. 4e, f.
There are thus several effects that conspire to complicate the
experimental interpretation of our results. First, the offset phase
singularities of the two initial singular vortices might closely
approach one another, making their disambiguation problematic.
Second, the presence of a small and consistent but uncontrolled
magnetic field gradient globally shifts the m= ±1 spinor compo-

























Fig. 5 Three-dimensional nature of several representative condensates with vortices. a The initial SO(3) vortices, after the splitting of the nonsingular
texture, with images of the spinor-component column densities taken simultaneously along the z- and y-axes as indicated by the coordinate arrows. b As
(a) for a pair of polar, singly-quantized vortices (SQVs) after the rapid exchange of the magnetic phases. c As (a) for two SQVs after rotating the directors
into the xy plane by the radiofrequency π/2-pulse. d As (a) for a likely half-quantum vortex candidate after 50ms of time evolution following the pulse.
Each set of panel images within (a–d) is from a separate realization of the experiment and shows the spinor-component column densities, integrated along
the corresponding imaging axis, with intensity expressed in units of optical depth (O.D., grayscale bar). The field of view of each panel image is 219 μm×
219 μm.
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regions of opposite longitudinal magnetization density on a size
scale comparable to that of the condensate. This effect is
pronounced in, e.g., Fig. 4c, d, where the m=+1 (m=−1) spinor
component is shifted to the right (left). Nevertheless, the
approximate vortex locations can often be determined by identify-
ing either the density maxima in the m= 0 spinor component, as
shown in Fig. 4a–d, or the density minima associated with the offset
phase singularities in the m= ±1 spinor components, as suggested
by the dashed circles in Fig. 4e, f. The singularities are still difficult
to discern if they are near the edge of the condensate, if they are
tilted with respect to the imaging axis, or if they exhibit longitudinal
(Kelvin wave) excitations51. One of the expected singularities in
Fig. 4e is less cleanly identified as a result of one or more of these
3D effects.
Concluding remarks. We have implemented a controllable
technique of rapid magnetic phase exchange to facilitate the
controlled creation of a pair of singular SQVs with nonrotating
ferromagnetic cores in the polar magnetic phase of a spin-1
superfluid with ferromagnetic interatomic interactions. Our
experimental and theoretical analysis of the decay process in three
dimensions suggests the emergence of HQVs. Similar techniques
may be used to generate pairs of filled-core vortices in the
magnetic phases of spin-2 condensates, where vortex collisions
are predicted to possess a non-Abelian character13,14,16,19 and for
which the topological interfaces may lead to exotic phenomena
such as vortices with triangular cores14.
Methods
Experimental details. The condensate begins in an optical trap with frequencies
(ωr, ωz)= 2π(130, 170) s−1. The axial Thomas–Fermi radius of the condensate is
thus 5 μm and the corresponding radial extent is 7 μm. The condensate is exposed to
a magnetic field described by Eq. (2), with Bz(0)= 0.03 G and bq(0)= 4.3(4) G/cm,
and is initially prepared in the ferromagnetic phase described by the spinor (1, 0, 0)T.
To create a nonsingular vortex we ramp Bz to ~−0.1 G at −5 G/s. Immediately
afterward we ramp the field to its minimum value −0.38 G in 10ms, eliminate the
magnetic quadrupole contribution bq→ 0, and adiabatically reorient the field to
~1G along the +z-axis. Over the subsequent 100ms, the tight bending of the
magnetization density causes the nonsingular vortex to decay into two singular
SO(3) vortices in the ferromagnetic phase12.
Swapping the m= 0 and m=+1 spinor components achieves the exchange of
the magnetic phases in this basis (Fig. 1). Our protocol first places the F= 1, m=
0 spinor component into the F= 2, m= 0 state using a 10 μs microwave π-pulse at
6834.683197 MHz. The second microwave π-pulse, 82 μs at 6835.391898MHz,
fully exchanges the populations in the F= 2, m= 0 state and the F= 1, m= 1 state.
The final microwave π-pulse is identical to the first, bringing the population in the
F= 2, m= 0 state to the F= 1, m= 0 state. The optional radiofrequency π/2-pulse
is 15 μs long at 0.708774MHz. These frequencies are based on an independent
measurement of the magnetic field, which in this case is 1.009 G.
At the conclusion of the experiment, the atoms are released from the trap. A
4.2 ms exposure to a magnetic field gradient of ≈70 G cm−1 at the beginning of the
subsequent 23 ms expansion separates the spinor components horizontally, after
which they are imaged simultaneously along the y- and z-axes.
Numerical model. The Gross–Pitaevskii Hamiltonian density of the spin-1 BEC
reads as1,2





n2jhF̂ij2  pnðêz  F̂Þ þ qnðêz  F̂Þ
2
; ð5Þ
where we take h0 ¼ _
2
2Ma
j∇Ψj2 þ VðrÞn to include the harmonic trapping potential
VðrÞ ¼ ðMaω2r=2Þðx2 þ y2 þ 2z2Þ. Here ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, Ma the
atomic mass, and ωr the radial trap frequency. The atomic density is n=Ψ†Ψ,
where the spinor wavefunction Ψ is defined in Eq. (1). The condensate spin is the
expectation value hF̂i ¼ PαβζyαF̂αβζβ , where F̂ is a vector of dimensionless spin-1
Pauli matrices. The constants c0 and c2 parameterize the spin-independent and
spin-dependent interaction strengths, respectively, and p∝ ∣B∣ and q∝ ∣B∣2 give
the linear and quadratic Zeeman energy shifts due to an applied magnetic
field B. We employ experimental parameters in the coupled Gross–Pitaevskii
equations derived from Eq. (5) to simulate the condensate dynamics. Dissipation is
included phenomenologically by setting time to include a small imaginary com-
ponent t→ (1− iη)t, where η ~ 10−2.
The only spin-flip processes allowed by angular-momentum conservation in
s-wave scattering are 2 m ¼ 0j i" m ¼ þ1j i þ m ¼ 1j i. On time scales where






where Fz is the z-component of the condensate spin, is approximately conserved.
Making the Gross–Pitaevskii equations dissipative breaks this conservation law. In
our simulations, we therefore combine a split-step method52 with an algorithm that
explicitly conserves the longitudinal magnetization25.
Magnetic phases. The two distinct ground-state phases in a spin-1 Bose–Einstein
condensate at zero field are determined by the sign of the spin-dependent atomic
interaction parameter c2 in Eq. (1). For c2 < 0 (e.g., for 87Rb) the system energy is
minimized for jhF̂ij ¼ 1, resulting in a ferromagnetic order-parameter space
characterized by the group of 3D rotations, SO(3)53,54. Contrariwise, for c2 > 0 (e.g.,
for 23Na) the system energy is minimized for jhF̂ij ¼ 0, resulting in a uniaxial
nematic (polar) order-parameter space characterized by ½S2 ´Uð1Þ=Z2 with local
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Fig. 6 Numerical simulation of singly-quantized vortex (SQV) core deformation and half-quantum vortex (HQV) formation. a Spin magnitude
(background surface, upper grayscale bar) and order-parameter symmetry after pure energy relaxation in a 23Na condensate c0/c2≃ 28) with q=
− 0.1 ℏωr, resulting in HQVs. The symmetry of the order parameter is represented as the surface of ∣Z(θ, ϕ)∣2, where Zðθ;ϕÞ ¼
Pþ1
m¼1 Y1;mðθ; ϕÞζm
expands the spinor in terms of the spherical harmonics Y1,m(θ, ϕ), parameterized by local spherical coordinates (θ, ϕ). The color map shows ArgðZÞ.
b Corresponding spinor-component densities (labeled by m, middle grayscale bar) and longitudinal magnetization density profile (〈Mz〉, lowest grayscale
bar). c, d As (a, b) for a 87Rb condensate (c0/c2≃−216) with q= 0.01 ℏωr and η= 0.02. The spinor components exhibit density profiles similar to HQVs
even though the vortex has not split. e, f As (c, d), but with complete splitting for q= 0.55 ℏωr, corresponding to the experiment, and η= 0.008.
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The two-element factor group Z2 appears due to the symmetry d̂e
iτ ¼ d̂eiðτþπÞ . It
is this symmetry that permits vortices in the polar phase to carry half-integer
circulation when τ runs between 0 and π around the vortex singularity and d̂
concurrently rotates by π.
At stronger fields with fixed longitudinal magnetization, the quadratic Zeeman
term q becomes important for determining the ground state57–60, and within the
polar phase itself there arise two relevant phases: the easy-axis polar, where d̂ is
aligned with an applied magnetic field, and the easy-plane polar, where d̂ is
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. In our experiment q > ∣c2∣n, specifying
an easy-axis polar ground-state phase.
The order-parameter symmetry in Figs. 2 and 6 is given as the surface of
∣Z(θ, ϕ)∣2, where Zðθ;ϕÞ ¼ Pþ1m¼1 Y1;mðθ;ϕÞζm expands the spinor in terms of the
spherical harmonics Y1,m(θ, ϕ), parameterized by local spherical coordinates (θ, ϕ),
with gauge color given by ArgðZÞ.
Data availability
All relevant datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the current study are
available from the corresponding author upon request. The source data underlying
Figs. 1–6 are provided as a Source data file in the Zenodo repository (doi:10.5281/
zenodo.4384683) (ref. 61).
Code availability
The code is available upon reasonable request.
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